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ABSTRACT: Two different polymer systems, poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM)/H2O and poly(ethylene
oxide)-poly(propylene oxide)-poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO-PPO-PEO)/H2O, were examined by laser light
scattering(LLS). In both cases, a single relaxation mode was observed in dilute solution which is related to the
mutual diffusion of separated polymer chains. As the polymer concentration increases and enters the semidilute
regime, one fast and one slow relaxation modes were observed. The fast mode corresponds to cooperative diffusion
of chain segments inside each “blob”. Utilizing the thermal-sensitive properties of these two systems, we followed
the disentanglement of transient network in the semidilute solutions through temperature-induced chain shrinkage,
but without changing the overall concentrations. Meanwhile, we can follow the slow mode of the semidilute
solution changes from long-range correlated concentration fluctuation of transient network to collective diffusion
of aggregates or micelles. The present results clearly reveal that the slow modes in these two different systems
have the same nature.

Introduction

Semidilute solutions of polymers have been the focus of
attention for more than two decades. Because of the existence
of overlapping and entanglement of polymer chains, new
dynamical processes involving interchain interactions and
disentanglement come into the problem. Many theoretical and
experimental works have been invested to clarify the properties
of these systems. Among these, dynamics and relaxation
processes investigated by dynamic LLS are of particular interest.
A number of dynamic LLS experiments on semidilute solutions
have detected the deviation of the intensity-intensity time
correlation function from a single-exponential decay, which is
simultaneously with a fast and so-called slow mode.1-20 It is a
widely held view that the fast mode is related to the cooperative
diffusion of chain segments in each “blob”,21 while the slow
mode has been assigned to a variety of origins, and the
interpretation is far from a comprehensive resolution. For
example, a general consensus in the angular, concentration, and
chain length dependence and a clear understanding regarding
the origins of the slow mode are still lacking.

For homopolymer in semidilute solutions, the origins of the
slow mode have been mainly postulated to be related to reptation
of a clustering of polymer chains through the entangled coils,1-4

or to the center-of-mass motion of the entire polymer chain in
its surroundings,5-7 or to the viscoelastic properties of the
network.14-17 As for block copolymer in a selective solvent,
the chain dynamics in semidilute solutions is more complicated
and system dependent, i.e., a good solvent for one block and a
poor or nonsolvent for another block; segregation effects are
responsible for a wide range of structures depending on the
number of blocks, their degree of polymerization, their incom-
patibility, and the solvent quality.22,23A common feature of these

systems is that multiple dynamic modes could be observed by
dynamic LLS. The slow mode is tentatively attributed to
cooperative rearrangements of microdomains,24 or to cooperative
diffusion of nodes,25 or to viscoelastic relaxation of textures
embedded in the solution,26 or to “long-range density fluctua-
tions” or “cluster” relaxation.27,28The above interpretations about
the origins of the slow mode are all speculative. In general, the
slow modes observed in block copolymer systems are thought
to be different in nature with that observed in homopolymer
systems.20

Actually, for polymers with high molecular weight, the
overlap concentration (C*) is low, and the semidilute regime
extends to a low concentration (in terms of g L-1),29 where the
segment density is so low that the extent of interpenetration or
overlapping between polymer chains is rather limited. The
precursor stage of a uniform transient network formation
apparently extends over an unexpectedly broad concentration
range where most of the reported experiments were carried out.30

This precursor stage inevitably exists in all polymer/solvent
systems, not depending on polymer chain structures. One
possible explanation about the deviation of the intensity-
intensity time correlation function measured in dynamic LLS
from a single-exponential decay is that, in the experimental
concentration range, the correlation of segments at different
“blob” is not sufficiently “screened” by chain overlapping.21 In
other words, the slow mode originates from the concentration
fluctuation of segments belonging to different “blobs” in the
solution which fluctuations take place dependently. The extent
of correlation is directly related to the incorporation of various
interactions, such as polymer-polymer, polymer-solvent, and
solvent-solvent interaction, which can be attractive or repulsive.

In the present study, the system of PNIPAM/H2O was selected
because of its thermal-responsive properties which exhibits a
lower critical solution temperature (LCST) around 32°C,32 and
the system of PEO-PPO-PEO/H2O was selected because of
the well-known fact that it can exhibit temperature-induced
micellization phenomenon at a certain concentration range.33

Although the homopolymer and the triblock copolymer have
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great difference in chain structures, the advantage of using these
two systems is that we are able to utilize the temperature
dependence of the solvent-polymer interaction to investigate
effects of the shrinkage of polymer chains with increasing
temperature, and consequently disentanglement of transient
network, on all the corresponding (slow and fast) modes in the
semidilute regime. In this article, through following the slow
mode in semidilute solutions changes from long-range correlated
concentration fluctuation to collective diffusion, we wish to
show that the slow modes in these two systems before
aggregation (for PNIPAM/H2O system) or micellization (for
PEO-PPO-PEO/H2O) have the same nature, reflecting long-
range correlated concentration fluctuation, like the internal
motion of a transient network.

Experimental Section
Sample Preparation.The free radical polymerization of PNIPAM

was adopted from a procedure reported by Zhou and co-workers.34

The monomerN-isopropylacrylamide (ACROS) was recrystallized
three times from a benzene/n-hexane mixture, and the initiator
azobis(isobutyronitrile) was recrystallized twice from methanol. The
PNIPAM was filtered and fractionated in acetone/n-hexane mixture
at room temperature. One of the fractioned samples was used in
the present study withMn ) 1.99 × 105 g mol-1 and Mw/Mn )
1.1, measured by gel permeation chromatography (Waters) at 20
°C with tetrahydrofuran as eluant. Solutions were cleared with the
use of 0.45µm Millipore filters individually into dust-free light
scattering cells at about 20°C. The PEO-PPO-PEO triblock
copolymer was purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. The total
molecular weight is 14 600, and the total content of PEO is 82.5
wt %, namely, about 137+ 137 units of ethylene oxide and 44
units of propylene oxide. Solutions were prepared individually at
4 °C followed by filtration through 0.22µm Millipore filters directly
into a dust-free light scattering cell. The cells were sealed to prevent
any leakage of solvent. All solutions were prepared with Milli-Q
water. Solutions were in each case allowed to stand after filtering
for 1 week prior to measurement. The samples were allowed to
equilibrate for ca. 3 h ateach measurement temperature before the
LLS experiments were commenced, unless indicated otherwise.

Laser Light Scattering. A commercial LLS spectrometer (ALV/
DLS/SLS-5022F) equipped with a multi-τ digital time correlator
(ALV5000) and a cylindrical 22 mW UNIPHASE He-Ne laser
(λ0 ) 632.8 nm) was used. The spectrometer has a high coherence
factor of â ∼ 0.95 because of a novel single-mode fiber optical
coupled with an efficient avalanche photodiode. The LLS cell is
held in a thermostat index matching vat filled with purified and
dust-free toluene, with the temperature controlled to within(0.02
°C. The details of the LLS instrumentation and theory can be found
elsewhere.35,36 In dynamic LLS, the intensity-intensity time
correlation functionG(2)(t,q) in the self-beating mode was measured,
wheret is the decay time andq is scattering vector (q ) (4πn/λ0)
sin(θ/2)).G(2)(t,q) can be related to the normalized first-order electric
field time correlation function|g(1)(t,q)| via the Siegert relation as36

where A (≡ 〈I(0)〉2) is the measured baseline. For the broadly
distributed relaxation spectrum,|g(1)(t,q)| is related to a characteristic
relaxation time distributionG(τ) as

G(τ) can be calculated from the Laplace inversion of the measured
G(2)(t,q) on the basis of eqs 1 and 2. In this study, the CONTIN
program supplied with the correlactor was used.37

Results and Discussion
The radius of gyration of PNIPAM sample at 25.0°C

determined by static light scattering from a Zimm plot38 is Rg

) 35.1 nm. The overlap concentration of the PNIPAM sample
estimated from 3Mw/(4πNARg

3) < C* < Mw/(NA(x2Rg)3) to be
in the range 1.9-2.8 mg mL-1. The average hydrodynamic
radius of PEO-PPO-PEO unimers is 3.7 nm measured by
dynamic LLS. According to Burchard,39 we estimatedRg of the
unimers to be about 6.7 nm. Therefore, the overlap concentration
of the PEO-PPO-PEO sample estimated to be in the range
19.0-28.0 mg mL-1. It is important to note thatC* is not a
critical concentration, and there is no established consensus
about the definition of the overlap concentration.21

For PNIPAM in semidilute aqueous solutions, Hirotsu and
co-workers40 found that the correlation function measured by
dynamic LLS could be fitted to single-exponential quite well
through the whole temperature range investigated (25-40 °C).
They claimed that the translation motion of polymer molecules
is profoundly inhibited due to the relative immobility of densely
packed coils and the intermolecular entanglement effect; the
correlation function represents the relaxation of the internal or
pseudo-gel motion. Bianco-Peled and co-workers41 used small-
angle neutron scattering to measure the effect of salts on the
conformation and microstructure of PNIPAM in aqueous
solution. At temperatures well below the phase-transition
temperature, the semidilute solutions exhibit the behavior
predicted by the model of dynamic concentration fluctuations
characterized by a single correlation length. However, as will
be shown below, our present study found that the single
relaxation mode measured from dilute PNIPAM aqueous
solution by dynamic LLS turns into one fast and one slow
relaxation modes when the concentration enters into the
semidilute regime. Figure 1a shows typical plots of the
intensity-intensity correlation function for the PNIPAM/H2O
system in both the dilute and semidilute regimes, and Figure
1b shows the corresponding plots of characteristic relaxation
time distribution function analyzed by the CONTIN method.
WhenC < C*, a single relaxation mode is observed, which is
related to the mutual diffusion of individual polymer chains.
As the concentration increases and enters the semidilute regime,

G(2)(t, q) ) A[1 + â|g(1)(t,q)|2] (1)

|g(1)(t,q)| ≡ 〈E(0,q) E*( t,q)〉/〈E(0,q) E*(0,q)〉 )

∫0

∞
G(τ)e-t/τ dτ (2)

Figure 1. (a) Concentration dependence of intensity-intensity time
correlation function [G(2)(t,q) - A]/A and (b) their corresponding
characteristic relaxation time distribution functionG(τ) of PNIPAM/
H2O in both dilute and semidilute regimes.
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the chains begin to overlap and entangle, and new dynamical
processes involving interchain interaction and disentanglement
begin to occur besides the fast relaxation mode. The slow mode
becomes more and more evident, and its characteristic relaxation
time shifts toward slow direction with increasing concentrations.

Figure 2a shows typical plots of intensity-intensity correla-
tion function for the PEO-PPO-PEO/H2O system in both the
dilute and semidilute regimes, and Figure 2b shows the
corresponding plots of characteristic relaxation time distribution
function analyzed by the CONTIN method. The apparent
coherence is lower for dilute solution in Figure 2a due to its
weak scattering intensity. The same tendency with that in the
PNIPAM/H2O system can be seen as increasing concentrations.
Here,T ) 20.0°C is below the critical micellization temperature
(cmt) of all the mentioned concentrations according to Hatton
et al.42 The slow mode is also observed at lower temperatures
(e.g., 10.0°C) but not shown here. The slow mode is 2 orders
of magnitude slower than the fast mode, for PNIPAM/H2O at
the concentration which is about twiceC*, but the slow mode
is 3 orders of magnitude slower than the fast mode, for PEO-
PPO-PEO/H2O at the concentration which is about twiceC*.
The difference in magnitude between the slow mode and the
fast mode could be related to the solvation conditions and
possible interactions.4

The average characteristic relaxation rate (〈Γ〉 ) 1/〈τ〉) is
obtained from the moments of the peaks in the relaxation time
distribution or, if the peaks are overlapping with each other,
from the peak positions. In Figure 3 (for the PNIPAM/H2O
system) and Figure 4 (for the PEO-PPO-PEO/H2O system),
plots of the average characteristic relaxation rate of fast modes
〈Γf〉 () 1/〈τf〉) vs q2 are all straight lines through the origin. It
clearly reveals the diffusive character of these relaxations
because〈Γ〉 can be related toq2 by 〈Γ〉 ) 〈D〉q2 for the diffusive
motion.

Dynamic LLS measures the mutual diffusion coefficient
(〈Dm〉) in dilute solution, which increases (or decreases) slightly
with increasing polymer concentrations in good solvent (or in

Θ solvent).43 As the solution enters into the semidilute regime,
the diffusion coefficient is called cooperative diffusion coef-
ficient (〈Dcoop〉), for it represents cooperative motion of chain
segments within each “blob”.〈Dcoop〉 increases in a power law
with increasing concentrations as predicted by the scaling theory
for linear homopolymer chains in the semidilute regime:〈Dcoop〉-
∼ C3/4 in good solvent conditions and〈Dcoop〉 ∼ C in Θ solvent
conditions.31,43 The concentration dependence of〈Dm〉 and
〈Dcoop〉 is shown in Figure 5 (for the PNIPAM/H2O system)
and Figure 6 (for the PEO-PPO-PEO/H2O system) in a
double-logarithmic scale. The fast modes of these two different
systems show similar behavior. With an increasing concentra-
tion, 〈Dm〉 changes linearly and slightly, followed by a sharp
upturn to a crossover to〈Dcoop〉 in the semidilute regime.
Dynamic LLS studies on PEO-PPO-PEO copolymers in
aqueous solutions over a wide range of concentration and
temperature up to the cloud point were amply reported previ-
ously by many groups.44-47 However, the main emphasis of
these efforts was placed on the phenomena of anomalous

Figure 2. (a) Concentration dependence of intensity-intensity time
correlation function [G(2)(t,q) - A]/A and (b) their corresponding
characteristic relaxation time distribution functionG(τ) of PEO-PPO-
PEO/H2O in both dilute and semidilute regimes.

Figure 3. Scattering vector (q) and concentration dependence of
average characteristic relaxation rate (〈Γf〉) of fast relaxation mode for
the PNIPAM/H2O system.

Figure 4. Scattering vector (q) and concentration dependence of
average characteristic relaxation rate (〈Γf〉) of fast relaxation mode for
the PEO-PPO-PEO/H2O system.

Figure 5. Concentration dependence of mutual diffusion coefficient
〈Dm〉 (whenC < C*) and cooperative diffusion coefficient〈Dcoop〉 (when
C > C*) for the PNIPAM/H2O system.
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association and mechanism of micelle/gel transition, and the
concentration effects on chains overlaps or entanglement are
neglected. Therefore, even though one fast and one slow modes
at certain temperature range in moderately (semidilute) solutions
have been observed before, their explanation has been that the
fast and slow modes are respectively corresponding to the
motions of the unimers and large aggregates. Taking our present
results into account, we consider that the fast mode for PEO-
PPO-PEO/H2O in the semidilute regime is related to coopera-
tive diffusion of chain segments in a “blob”, like that for
PNIPAM/H2O in the semidilute regime, but not diffusive motion
of a total unimer as interpreted by many previously reports.46,47

〈Dcoop〉 can be related to the average dynamic correlation length
〈êD〉 (equal to the “blob” size) by〈êD〉 ) kBT/(6πη0〈Dcoop〉). It
is understandable that〈êD〉 decreases with an increasing polymer
concentrations where the number of entanglement points
increases.〈Dcoop〉 increases in a power law with an exponent
about 0.32 (Figure 5) and 0.40 (Figure 6), which are much
smaller than that predicted by the scaling theory. The interpreta-
tion to the obvious deviation of the exponent is that the power
law works in the range where it should fail according to the
scaling theory.8,14,31

As for the slow mode, Figure 7 (for the PNIPAM/H2O
system) and Figure 8 (for the PEO-PPO-PEO/H2O system)
show that〈Γs〉 () 1/〈τs〉) can be scaled toq as 〈τs〉 ∼ qRs with
2 < Rs < 3. It has been shown that the value ofRs is related to
the ratio of the observation length scale (1/q) in LLS to the
static correlation length (〈ês〉). The exponentRs approaches 2
when 〈ês〉 , 1/q; Rs approaches 3 when〈ês〉 . 1/q and a ,
1/q (wherea is the statistical segment length) and 2< Rs < 3
when〈ês〉 ∼ 1/q, in the transition region.31,48-50 Here, the value
of Rs indicated that the length scale of the slow relaxation is

comparable with the observation length (1/q) in LLS. If we
assume that the two relaxation modes are “monodisperse”, which
is not exactly correct in reality, an approximation can be
obtained: the time-averaged scattering light intensity of solution
〈I(q)〉 comes from uncorrelated chain segments or “blobs”〈I(q)f〉
and correlated chain segments or “cluster”〈I(q)s〉, where the
solvent contribution has been neglected, namely, with〈I(q)〉 )
〈I(q)f〉 + 〈I(q)s〉 and〈I(q)f〉 ) 〈I(q)〉Af, 〈I(q)s〉 ) 〈I(q)〉As, andAf

+ As ) 1, whereAf andAs are the intensity weighting of the
fast and slow modes, respectively. It has been known that the
static correlated lengthê can be related to the scattering intensity
I(q) and the scattering vectorq by the Ornstein-Zernike
equation:51,52

The slope-to-intercept ratio leads to the static correlated length
from the plot of 1/I(q) vs q2. The insets in Figure 7 and Figure
8 show that the〈I(q)f〉 does not show an angular dependence,
indicating that the “blob” szie is much less than 1/q, and the
static correlation lengths of the slow mode are comparable with
1/q (for example,θ ) 90°, 1/q ) 53 nm), which is consistent
with the dynamic light scattering results. That is, the slow mode
observed in the semidilute region is related to long-range
correlated concentration fluctuation, like internal motion of a
transient network. The extent of correlation is enhanced in the
high extent of interpenetration of polymer chains, where the
disentanglement effect is weakened. As proved above, for PEO-
PPO-PEO/H2O in the semidilute regime, the fast mode reflects
the cooperative diffusion of chain segments and the slow mode
should be related to chains overlapping or entanglement, but
not with aggregates of unknown structures induced by chemical
heterogeneity.46,47The effect of chemical heterogeneity, which
will result in anomalous association, is nonsignificant in this
triblock copolymer with a high PEO content.

For PNIPAM in aqueous medium, temperature affects the
balance between hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity and thus the
polymer conformation. When the temperature is above the LCST
of a certain semidilute solution, the polymer chains tend to
undergo phase separation (or aggregation).32 Figure 9 shows
the temperature dependence of characteristic relaxation time
distribution function obtained from a semidilute solution. The
data on thex-axis is shifted by (T/η0) so that the peak positions
at different temperatures can be directly compared, whereη0 is
the solvent viscosity at the absolute temperature. It is clear that
the fast mode shifts to the slower direction while the slow mode
becomes faster with increasing temperatures whenT < 30.0

Figure 6. Concentration dependence of mutual diffusion coefficient
〈Dm〉 (whenC < C*) and cooperative diffusion coefficient〈Dcoop〉 (when
C > C*) for the PEO-PPO-PEO/H2O system.

Figure 7. Scattering vector (q) dependence of average characteristic
relaxation rate (〈Γs〉) of slow relaxation mode for a semidilute aqueous
solution of PNIPAM. The inset shows the scattering vector (q)
dependence of reciprocal time-averaged scattering intensity〈I(q)〉 of
the fast and slow modes.

Figure 8. Scattering vector (q) and concentration dependence of
average characteristic relaxation rate (〈Γs〉) of slow relaxation mode
for a semidilute aqueous solution of PEO-PPO-PEO/H2O. The inset
shows the scattering vector (q) dependence of reciprocal time-averaged
scattering intensity〈I(q)〉 of the fast and slow modes.

I(q) )
I(qf0)

1 + q2ê2
(3)
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°C. The effects are just contrary to that of increasing concentra-
tions. The solvent quality tends to be poor with increasing
temperature, which will result in shrinkage of polymer chains.
For semidilute solutions of polymer chains with a finite length,
the shrinkage of polymer chains will result in fewer entangle-
ment points and, consequently, a loose network with more
defects or larger structural fluctuation. However, atT ) 30.0
°C, phase separation happens. It should be noted that measure-
ments at this temperature do not deal with a system at
thermodynamic equilibrium but are controlled by kinetic
processes. After isothermal for 32 h at this temperature, the
characteristic relaxation time distribution function turns out to
be single narrow mode, which isq2-dependent and related to
collective diffusion of aggregates.

For nonionic polymeric surfactants PEO-PPO-PEO triblock
copolymer in aqueous solutions, the dehydration gradually
becomes significant with increasing temperature and conse-
quently results in a decrease of the size of copolymer chains.
When the temperature is above the cmt of a certain concentra-
tion, micelles will form. Figure 10 shows the temperature
dependence of characteristic relaxation time distribution function
obtained from a semidilute solution. Below 25.0°C, the same
tendency of fast mode and the slow mode changing with
temperature was observed, compared with that in the PNIPAM/
H2O system. With increasing temperature, it is clear that an
intermediate mode appears accompanied by the disappearance
of the slow mode. The intermediate mode is evident at high
temperature, and its relaxation rate isq2-dependent; therefore,
it can be interpreted as collective diffusion of micelles. In
summary, the nature of the fast mode and the slow mode in
these two different systems appear to be the same. The
difference is that, after the network break, aggregates are formed
in the PNIPAM/H2O system, but micelles are formed in the
PEO-PPO-PEO/H2O system.

Conclusion

The main point presented is that the origins of slow modes
observed in semidilute solutions of homopolymer system
(PNIPAM/H2O) and of triblock copolymer system (PEO-PPO-
PEO/H2O) are the same. In both systems, concentration and
temperature effects on the chain dynamics were studied by
dynamic LLS. Although these two kinds of polymer have great
difference in their chain structures, they show similar behaviors.
The single fast relaxation mode in dilute solution, corresponding
to the mutual diffusion of fully dispersed polymer chains,
remains when the solution enters the semidilute regime.
However, as the concentration increases, this fast mode becomes
faster, together with the appearance of an additional slow mode
caused by overlapping or entanglement of polymer chains. The
characteristic relaxation rate〈Γf〉 of the fast mode isq2-
dependent, indicating its diffusive nature. Such a fast relaxation
mode is related to the cooperative diffusion of the chain
segments of each “blob” in semidilute solutions. The charac-
teristic relaxation rate〈Γs〉 of the slow mode can be scaled toq
as〈Γs〉 ∼ qRs, with 2 < Rs < 3. This can be interpreted as the
long-range concentration fluctuations of the correlated polymer
chains in the transient network. The special thermal-sensitive
properties of these two systems enable us to follow the
temperature-induced shrinkage of polymer chains and, conse-
quently, disentanglement of transient network in semidilute
solutions formed by overlapped or entangled polymer chains,
without changing the overall concentration. The fast mode shifts
to slower direction, the slow mode shifts to faster direction with
increasing temperature, and finally the slow mode corresponding
to long-range concentration turns into a collective diffusion
mode. The difference between these two systems is that
aggregates are formed in the PNIPAM/H2O system but micelles
are formed in the PEO-PPO-PEO/H2O system, while the
transient networks are completely broken.
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